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Executive Summary
This Nodal Masterplan will provide a structure for the co-ordinated
development of the Eastern Node by various landowners/developers.
Proposed development will need to demonstrate the manner in which
the development of that segment will facilitate the achievement of the
Nodal Masterplan and will not impede the delivery of adjoining
segments.
The requirement for this Nodal Masterplan originates from the
Tullamore Town and Environs Development Plan 2010-2016 (as
varied and extended) Policy TTEP-04-07 and is guided by a
hierarchy of planning policies as contained in Chapter 5. The policies
and objectives of the TTEDP together with the baseline studies
completed for the Eastern Node form the basis of this Nodal
Masterplan and inform the Key Principles contained within it.
The Nodal Masterplan is formed around a central neighbourhood
centre and school site with the main arterial street through the centre
of the Eastern Node with future connection planned for across the
railway towards Chancery Lane to the north. The relationship
between the buffer zone to the N52 and railway line and the builtform of the Eastern Node is an important consideration. The mixture
of squares, mews and crescents creates a dynamic cloister of street
patterns allowing for smaller individual character areas with the new
community.
The Nodal Masterplan is an appropriate sustainable response to
developing the Eastern Node in an efficient manner while creating
distinctive places and facilities which will make this a lasting
successful community.
The Key Principles contained in this Nodal Masterplan set out how it
is planned to develop the Eastern Node under the headings - Green
Infrastructure, Transport and Movement, Community Focus and Built
Form.
As in the case of all such non-statutory documents, the policy context of
this Nodal Masterplan is set by the statutory development plans. It is not
intended for Development Management but with the objective of
providing a detailed design guide.

In line with the Tullamore Town and Environs Development Plan 2010-2016 the Vision for the Eastern Node is as follows-

“It is foreseen that the Eastern Node will be developed as a high quality residential area
characterised by a landscape setting and open space character”.
Summary of Key Urban Design and Planning Principals adopted in this Nodal Masterplan
Green Infrastructure

Transport + Movement

Community Focus

Built Form

Maintain buffer area indicated by
Development Plan as a wildlife
corridor and recreation area.

Provide for future connection to
adjacent residential areas.

Develop a self-sustaining
neighbourhood with a mix of land uses
which facilitates the provision of local
services that will reduce the requirement for car trips and helps foster a
sense of community among local residents.

Average residential density within
any one phase/sector should be at
least 35 dwellings/hectare

Create a hierarchy of open space
and enhance biodiversity.
Meet the recreational needs of new
residents through the creation of
usable public open spaces that
encourage physical activity and social
interaction.
Provide playgrounds in tandem with
the residential development of each
phase/sector to cater for recreation
needs of children.
Provide a high quality landscaped
space/square at neighbourhood
centre.
Create a green boulevard character
that is aligned with avenue trees,
landscape areas
All planting to be native and support
the All-Ireland Pollinator Plan.
Allow for shared playing fields at
school.
Provide surface water areas as
amenity features which can operate
as surface water
attenuation
(SUDS) systems.

Enhance cycle-way connections to
Tullamore Town Centre along
Clonminch Road from the Eastern
Node.
Prioritise sustainable modes of
transport.
Creation of “Greenway” network
through interconnected open spaces
and parklands that provide a safe
environment for walkers, runners and
cyclists.
In the development of sectors within
the Eastern Node, all roads and
pedestrian/cycle routes must be
brought to the site boundary to allow
for future connectivity to adjoining
lands.
Facilitate the construction of the link
street and bridge crossing from
Clonminch Road to Chancery Lane.
Facilitate the extension and creation
of public bus routes through the Eastern Node.
Provide a clear hierarchy of roads for
vehicular movement in compliance
with DMURS.

The provision of the neighbourhood
centre shall occur concurrent with the
provision of residential development
within this node.
Identify and assess the suitability of
lands zoned Public/Community/
Recreation for provision of a primary
school to service new residents in this
node. The identification and suitability
assessment of the site for a primary
school should include evidence of
consultation with the Department of
Education in relation to the provision
of schools in this node.
Provide childcare facilities in line with
National Guidelines. Where a childcare facility is not provided this must
be supported by a viability assessment based on local capacity and demand.

Create a strong urban edge along
buffer zones.
Require increased height at the
neighbourhood centre to clearly
identify the commercial core.
Encourage increased height
adjoining public open spaces to
provide for passive surveillance and
enclosure.
Layouts should encourage natural
surveillance of the public realm by
providing street activity with house
types that turn corners and no blank
facades to the public realm.
Provide for a variety of housing types
suitable for people at a range of life
stages.
Avoid mono-type building typologies
(e.g. two storey or own-door houses
only).
Provide for adaptability and flexibility
In design of new dwellings.
Building finishes should be varied,
high quality and durable.
Use landmark elements to help
support local legibility
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1.0 Nodal Masterplan—Planning Policy Context
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1.1 Overview: National, Regional and Local Planning Policy
The development of the Masterplan Lands has long been an objective of
development plans for the Tullamore and Environs area. The area has
in fact been designated for development for more than 15 years and yet
there has not been a single application for multi-unit residential
development of any scale in the area. The preparation of this Nodal
Masterplan and the submission of the Phase 1 planning application for
c350 dwellings with supporting social and physical infrastructure will at
last represent the start of the long awaited development of this area of
Tullamore. The development of the area on appropriately zoned lands
will act as a catalyst for the commencement of development in the
southern environs of Tullamore. A significant portion of the Masterplan
lands (40ha) are designated in the Core Strategy for development in the
period 2014 – 2020, but as noted none of these lands have been
developed to date.
The development as proposed is fully in keeping with national, Regional
and local planning policy. National Planning Framework states that
“The midlands is strategically important” and that “its central location in
Ireland can be leveraged to enable significant strategic investment than
at present, supported by a sustainable pattern of population
growth” (NPF Para.3.2.32). In terms of locations for new homes it is a
national policy objective (NPO 33) to “Prioritise the provision of new
homes at locations that can support sustainable development and at an
appropriate scale of provision relative to location” (NPF Pg.93).
Of particular relevance to Tullamore is the following statement at Page
60 of the NPF – “There is a need to encourage population growth in
towns of all sizes that are strong employment and service centres,
where potential for sustainable growth exists, also supported by
employment growth”. Appendix 2 to the NPF confirms the strength of
Tullamore as an employment and service centre noting the high ratio of
jobs to resident workers.

Flowing from the national planning policy base and particularly the
strength of Tullamore as an employment and service centre with a high
ratio of jobs to resident workers, the Regional Spatial and Economic
Strategy for the East and Midlands Region (RSES) designates the
settlement as a “Key Town” and promotes continued population growth
for the town of Tullamore. At Page 78 the RSES states that as a
Gateway Regional Key Town “Tullamore has the potential to
accommodate above average growth”. The RSES notes that Key Towns
are “large towns which are economically active towns that provide
employment for their surrounding areas. They have high quality
transport links and the capacity to act as regional drivers to complement
the Regional Growth Centres”. It is a Regional Policy Objective (RPO
4.27) that – “Key Towns shall act as economic drivers and provide for
strategic employment locations to improve their economic base by
increasing the ratio of jobs to workers”.
With specific reference to Tullamore the RSES notes it is a town that
provides functions at a much higher level than its residential population
would suggest and is a key employment and service centre for its extensive hinterland (RSES Pg.37). The RSES also contains the following
Regional Policy Objective (RPO 4.69) with respect to Tullamore –
“Support the role of Tullamore as a major employment centre with key
assets being the existing positive jobs to resident employee ratio,
excellent quality of life and future strategic development sites, with
support for the provision of enabling and facilitative infrastructural
development to complement this role”.
As part of the Key Town designation the RSES states as follows with
respect to Tullamore – “Continued employment and population growth
coupled with place-making and regeneration are key priorities for this
settlement” and “The provision of housing at the right locations will play
a fundamental role in the overall economic, social and environmental
success of the settlement”. (RSES Pg.82).
As noted, the Southern Environs of Tullamore including the
Nodal Masterplan lands have been zoned as an expansion area for
the town for more than 15 years but to date there has not been a
single
multi-unit residential planning application for the area.
National and regional planning policy call for continued growth and
expansion at the settlement of Tullamore and with the RSES
stating with respect to Tullamore – “Continued employment and
population growth coupled with place-making and regeneration are
key priorities for this settlement”.

Figure 1: Extract from the RSES

Table 3.2 of the Tullamore and Environs Development Plan Core
Strategy projects a population of 20,207 for the settlement by 2016. The
2016 Census recorded a population of 14,607. It is clear Tullamore has
not reached the critical mass envisaged. Indeed, if anything the
settlement has fallen further behind since 2016 as since that time only
402 dwellings were permitted and even assuming all of these were
constructed and occupied at an average rate of 2.7 persons per house
then these new dwellings could accommodate a population of c1,000. It
is evident that Tullamore is not growing its population at a rate that
would allow it achieve its designated role as a Key Town in the RSES
where a stated key priority it continued population growth (RSES Pg82).
There is a clear need to accelerate housing development at the
settlement so that Tullamore can strive to achieve its role at a Key
Town in the region.
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1.2 Nodal Masterplan - Core Strategy and Phasing
The Core Strategy for the Tullamore and Environs Development Plan
was introduced to the Plan in 2013 by way of a variation to the
Development Plan. The Development Plan itself is dated from 2010
though it has been extended to 2020. Table 3.2 of the Core Strategy
allocates 129ha of lands for residential development over the period
2010 – 2016 of which 40ha are allocated to Sequence Phase 1
residential zoned lands within designated Masterplan areas. To date
there has been no multi-unit residential development within any of the
Masterplan areas.
This Masterplan for the Eastern Node extends to c58ha including the
school site, the neighbourhood centre, the Link Street and the Buffer
areas. Lands identified as Sequence Phase 1 within the Eastern Node
MP area extend to c17ha.
This Nodal Masterplan for the Eastern Node provides for development
in a small portion (3.5ha) of the Sequence Phase 3 lands within the
Eastern Node in Phase 1. This represents c1.2 per cent of the overall
residentially zoned lands in the Masterplan areas (290ha) and 6 per
cent of the Eastern Node MP area (58ha). The overall area of the
Southern Environs Masterplan is 322ha so the area of Sequence Phase
3 lands being incorporated into the Nodal Masterplan Phase 1 lands is
just 1 per cent.
Taking the above figures into account, in quantitative terms this is
considered minimal and immaterial. In terms of land-use, urban design
and architecture it is considered appropriate and beneficial as
approaching the development of the Eastern Node with the minor
quantitative adjustments to the phasing as proposed is justified as it has
significant layout, design and place-making advantages without
undermining any of the objectives of the Core Strategy phasing.

Figure 2: Masterplan Lands Sequencing—extract from Chapter 8 Tullamore Town and Environs Development Plan 2010-2016 (as varied and
extended)*

*It should be noted that significant tranches of the ‘First Sequence
Phase’ lands are zoned/designated for uses other than residential uses.
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Justification for Incorporation of 3.5ha of Sequence Phase 3 Lands into Phase 1 Nodal Masterplan Phasing
The justification and resultant design advantages may be summarised
as follows –

The ‘phasing line’ that demarcates Sequence Phase 1 from Sequence
Phase 3 is based on an indicative road line for the Link Street. In
land-use and design terms the ‘phasing line’ is arbitrary and purely
diagrammatic and does not follow any field or other topographical
boundaries. The phasing map includes existing residential development
on the Clonminch Road in Sequence Phase 3.

If developed as per the phasing diagrams in the Southern Environs
Masterplan area with the Link Road forming the boundary between
Sequence Phase 1 and Sequence Phase 3 lands then lands
immediately abutting and to the south of the Link Street at the entrance
to this Masterplan area would remain undeveloped for a considerable
period of time. There would in effect be a ‘left-over’ area of land on the
south side of the Link Street. This area would then most likely have to
be hoarded off and/or become very difficult to maintain and would likely
in time display the characteristics of unused urban-edge lands.
Furthermore, single sided development would lack a sense of identity,
which is especially important at this key entrance to the overall Nodal
Masterplan Lands.

A further advantage in utilising the 3.5ha of Sequence Phase 3 lands
as proposed is that the development would not proceed in an elongated
manner away from the Clonminch Road with lands (the 3.5ha of the
Sequence Phase 3 area) unused whilst being in proximity to Clonminch
Road, linkages to the town centre and bus routes (as well as the cycle
lanes that are proposed on Clonminch Road as part of the Nodal
Masterplan Phase 1 development of the Eastern Node Masterplan
lands). Clonminch Wood has not been taken in charge and whilst the
proposed Nodal Masterplan Phase 1 development application area is
designed to allow connection to Clonminch Wood such connections are
unlikely to be available in the immediate short-term.

If developed as per the phasing map, the early phases of the
development would hug the existing residential area in an extended
linear fashion making for an elongated development pattern and
severely restrict and negatively impact on opportunities for quality
place-making that are facilitated by a deeper development form as
opposed to the linear form that would otherwise occur. This would be
very pronounced at the important entrance area to the Nodal Masterplan
Land at the interface with the Clonminch Road. An elongated
development pattern severely restricts opportunity for variety in layout
and house-types reducing opportunities for developing building forms
that provide variety and strong legibility in a development.



As part of the detailed design of the proposed Nodal Masterplan
Phase 1 development of the Eastern Node Masterplan lands the
indicative position of the Link Road has been adjusted and moved
slightly north. This greatly improves quality of the built form and delivers
a much better and far more aesthetically pleasing entrance to this
important new development area for the town of Tullamore.



The Southern Environs Masterplan calls for Nodal Masterplans for
each of the four identified nodes within that Southern Masterplan lands.
It is reasonable to expect that as development typologies are refined
and design detail applied there would inevitably be adjustments from the
much higher level ‘broad-brush’ content of the Southern Environs
Masterplan area.



Incorporating the lands as proposed allows physical boundaries to
demarcate the development area.



The Link Street through the area is a development objective of the
Development Plan. The provision of this Link Street requires a critical
mass of development on both sides of the street as otherwise the
construction costs could be prohibitive. The economics of the
construction costs of the road are far more positive when the road
serves in-depth development on both sides.

Figure 3: Nodal Masterplan Phasing

Given that this area has been allocated for development since 2004 and
there has been no multi-unit residential development on any of the
Masterplan lands (290ha) over all this time including any of the 160ha of
Masterplan lands allocated for Sequence Phase 1 residential
development, it is considered it is not necessary to reduce the amount of
Sequence Phase 1 lands elsewhere to adjust for the re-allocation of
these 3.5ha into the Nodal Masterplan Phase 1 development area of the
Eastern Node Masterplan. In any event, given sales projections it will
take some time for the proposed Masterplan Phase 1 development area
to be completed in any case.
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2.0 Nodal Masterplan—Building the Evidence Base
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2.1 Nodal Masterplan Preparation
This Masterplan is prepared for the Eastern Node of Tullamore
Southern Environs and shall be referred to as the ‘Nodal Masterplan’
throughout this document.

Nodal Masterplan
Southern Environs

Context

within

Tullamore

This document is a Nodal Masterplan for the development of the
Eastern Node of the Southern Environs of Tullamore, Co. Offaly and
has been prepared in accordance with Chapter 5 – Masterplans for
the Tullamore Town and Environs Development Plan 2010-2016
(TTEDP) (as varied and extended to 2020).
The TTEDP incorporates a Masterplan for Tullamore Southern
Environs. This higher level Masterplan provides an urban design
strategy and indicative built form for all Masterplan Lands within the
Tullamore Southern Environs which extend to c.322 hectares.
The Tullamore Southern Environs is sub-divided into four ‘nodes’.
The Tullamore Southern Environs Masterplan contains specific
objectives for each individual node which must be adhered to in the
development of the individual nodes in addition to Development
Control Guidelines contained in Chapter 14 of the TTEDP. It is the
policy of the Council that a detailed Masterplan shall be prepared for
each of the nodes in consultation with the Planning Authority prior to
the submission of a planning application for the development of that
node (para. 5.4.3:15).
The Eastern Node extends to c58 hectares. This Nodal Masterplan
incorporates the specific objectives for the Eastern Node as
contained in the Tullamore Southern Environs Masterplan. These
specific objectives are not dependent on the other three nodes. It is
the intention of the Tullamore Southern Environs Masterplan to
provide an east-west route from Charleville Road to Clonminch Road
(SN2). The link street and junction with the Clonminch Road from the
Eastern Node is aligned with this future road proposal to the west of
the Clonminch Road as well as taking account of the long term
objective of the Southern Environs Masterplan to provide a bridge
crossing at the railway within the Eastern Node.

The key elements to be contained in the Nodal Masterplan are

Neighbourhood Centre



Primary School Site



Link Road from Clonminch Road to railway line and reservation
for future bridge across the rail line to link with Chancery Lane



Buffer Park abutting the N52 and rail line



Central Park

Public Consultation
Developers and landowners are required to coordinate and work
together in order to achieve an integrated masterplan area for the
Eastern Node.
Figure 4: Diagram showing ownership parcels within Nodal Masterplan Lands

The Eastern Node is divided between six landowners including Offaly
County Council and the lead developer preparing this Nodal
Masterplan. All landowners were informed of the intention to develop
a nodal masterplan for this Eastern Node and sent a copy of the draft
Nodal Masterplan by registered post (May 2020). Offaly County
Council have provided feedback , however none of the other
landowners have responded.
According to the TTEDP, “where the joint approach does not prove
possible, development proposals must include details of efforts
made to engage with other landowners”.
Details of correspondence with land owners is included at
Appendix F.
The TTEDP requires the relevant developers to work in cooperation
with Iarnrod Éireann and other relevant agencies and bodies to
ensure that a bridge is delivered in tandem with the long term
development of the Southern Environs Masterplan. It is noted the
bridge is to be provided in the context of the wider Southern
Environs Masterplan area (322ha) and implementation of the bridge
is not a prerequisite for development of the Eastern Node.
Details of the preliminary Link Street Design and Bridge
Crossing is provided at Appendix E. These details have been
provided to Iarnrod Eireann.

The Eastern Node contains a school reservation site. A feasibility
study was undertaken to ensure the future school site can be
provided in line with Departmental Guidelines and is fully integrated
into the new neighbourhood in terms of urban design, road hierarchy
and services. In the interest of completeness this Nodal Masterplan
has provided an indicative school layout to illustrate how the school
will knit into the Eastern Node Development Area. According to
correspondence received from the Department, the school site is
acceptable for the provision of a 16-24 classroom school.
Details of the school study and DOES correspondence is
provided at Appendix C.

Permitted Development
Part of the Nodal Masterplan Lands in the ownership of Offaly County
Council has been approved under Part 8 for the construction of
19no. Dwellings. This development will have a separate vehicular
entrance onto Clonminch Road to the north of the main entrance to
the Nodal Masterplan Lands. The location of this site is identified by
the Nodal Masterplan drawing. Consideration was given to this
planned development however, due the approved design and relative
proximity to the main entrance to the Nodal Masterplan Lands, an
internal link was not considered to offer improved permeability.
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2.2 Site Location and Context
Location
The Eastern Node is located to the South East of Tullamore Town
Centre and extends to c.58 hectares of zoned Greenfield land. There
are footpaths and public lighting from the site entrance to the town
centre. The carriageways are separated by chevrons such that
on-street cycle lanes could be accommodated.
The Eastern Node is a distinct development pocket bounded on the
West by existing housing development and the R443, the South and
East by Tullamore Bypass and on the North by the Dublin—Galway
railway line.

Landscape Features
The Eastern Node is relatively featureless with a flat topography that
generally slopes from the west at the Clonminch Road towards the
north east. There are no mature hedge or trees noted within the
Nodal Masterplan Area with the most obvious feature being various
electricity poles and overhead ESB lines. There are distant views of
church steeples. The wider Southern Environs Masterplan notes no
feature of interest within the Eastern Node (TTEDP, p.14)

Existing Services
There is an existing 225mm diameter public foul sewer located along
the Clonminch Road to the west of the Nodal Masterplan Lands
which discharges northwards towards Church Road Pumping Station.
There is an existing 12” asbestos watermain, 9” asbestos watermain
and 6” cast iron watermain located along the Clonminch Road to the
west of the Nodal Masterplan Lands

Surface Water and Flooding
Surface gradients in the Nodal Masterplan area generally fall from the
west (Clonminch Road) towards the north (railway line).
The Nodal Masterplan Lands currently drain into open ditches/drains
along the north western boundary and eastern boundary.

Figure 5: Eastern Node shown on Satellite view of Tullamore

A preliminary flood risk assessment has been carried out by review of
the relevant Tullamore CFRAMS Fluvial Flood Extent Maps. No
fluvial flooding is shown within the site.
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Relationship to Town Centre

TOWN CENTRE

The Eastern Node of the Southern Environs forms a significant body
of land lying between the two main residential and economic
corridors leading from the Tullamore By-pass to Tullamore Town
Centre.
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While in the medium/long term, the new ‘Link Street’ within the
Eastern Node will connect those two corridors, initially the primary
relationship with the Town Centre will be by way of the Clonminch
Road Corridor.
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Clonminch Business Park

Tullamore Primary Care Centre
Figure 6: Eastern Node-Functional Relationship with Tullamore

Eastern Node

Existing Development

Southern Environs Masterplan Lands

Tullamore College
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Connections to existing and planned services
Whilst being developed as a self-contained neighbourhood, the Nodal
Masterplan Lands are intended to connect to the established built
form of Tullamore to the north by way of urban mass and the creation
of a ”Link Street” from Clonminch Road to existing retail and services
areas to the east. It will also be connected to existing and planned
employment areas which lie to the west of the Clonminch Road. The
Link Street has been designed to integrate with the future planned
road network of this employment area which is subject to a separate
nodal masterplan.

Mixed Use Area

Existing Residential

Planned Residential

Eastern Node

Existing and Planned Employment

The employment area identified currently includes the Department of
Education, the Department of Finance, Clonminch Business Park and
Tullamore Distillery.
Facilities along Church Road include a Tesco Superstore, Tullamore
Retail Park, Tullamore Leisure Centre, schools, petrol stations and
many other services.

Adjoining Residential
The Clonminch Road has a number of traditional ribbon development
dwellings including a significant cluster immediately South West of
the Easter Node.
A large existing residential development known as Clonminch Wood
adjoins the North Western boundary of the Node. The roads/streets
within Clonminch Wood have not been taken in charge. Nevertheless,
this Nodal Masterplan proposes links between Clonminch Wood and
the Eastern Node Masterplan Lands with the aim of increasing
permeability and particularly
connections to the proposed
neighbourhood centre and school site.

Figure 7: Connection between Employment and Service Areas
Clonminch Wood

Tesco Extra Store

Department Of Education

Tullamore Retail Park
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2.3 Transportation Linkages
Public Transport—Bus
The nearest bus interchange to the proposed development site is
located at the entrance of Clonminch Wood (approximately 300m
north of the access to the Nodal Masterplan lands). This interchange
is served by Buggy Coaches which provides a local service within
Tullamore.
Bus Eireann services currently connect Tullamore to and from Dublin
and are accessible at interchanges at O’Carroll Street (2.6km) and at
Tullamore Retail Park (2.5km).
Slieve Bloom Coach Tours provides services between Tullamore
Town and destinations including Mullingar, Mountmellick and
Portlaoise via Portarlington. These services are accessible at
Tullamore Post Office (2.1km).
Kearns Transport operates services between Tullamore and Dublin /
Birr. These services are accessible at various locations in Tullamore
Town Centre.
The Nodal Masterplan provides for bus links to penetrate the area,
especially the Link Street, school and neighbourhood centre.

Public Transport—Rail
The Nodal Masterplan Lands are located approximately 2.2km south
of Tullamore train station. Tullamore has an established rail
infrastructure that provides linkages to Dublin City in the east, and
Galway City / Mayo to the west including other intermediate
destinations.

Figure 8: Transport Linkages

Road Network

Cycle Facilities

The R443 operates in a north-south direction along the western
boundary of the Nodal Masterplan Lands site. Travelling in a
northerly direction from the proposed site access provides access to
Tullamore Town Centre located approximately 2.2km away. Travelling
in a southerly direction along the R443 leads to the N52 national road
corridor via the N52 / R443 / N80 roundabout junction.

There are currently no cycle lanes between the town centre and the
Eastern Node. Clonminch Road is wide enough to accommodate
cycle lanes and these will be provided in development phase 1.
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2.4 Heritage / Environment
Ecology
Ecologist Mr. R. Goodwillie undertook a site visit in May 2019 . The
Nodal Masterplan lands were found to be typical of agricultural land
in the Tullamore area with a mix of pasture and tillage. This
assessment found the only features of interest to be the hedgerows
which have relatively high biodiversity though not exceptionally so for
the area.
The bird fauna was typical of agricultural land with hedges with the
rabbit the only large mammal evident on site. No bat roosts were
identified with the most likely feeding sites along the railway. No
invasive plant species were found on site.
An Ecological Appraisal is provided in Appendix A

Archaeology
The Nodal Masterplan lands have been subject to archaeological
assessment by Archer Heritage. This assessment is based on a desk
top study and field survey which found the Nodal Masterplan lands to
be of moderate-high potential for the survival of buried archaeological
remains. A possible enclosure was identified in the eastern part of the
Nodal Masterplan. It is recommended that further assessment be
undertaken consisting of geophysical survey and test trenching prior
to development of the Nodal Masterplan lands. This can occur on the
basis of individual parcels of land coming forward.
An Archaeological Appraisal is provided in Appendix B

Landscape
Figure 9 : Site Analysis

The Development Plan classifies the Eastern Node as a “Landscape
of Low Sensitivity“(Map 13.6, TTEDP 2010-2016). This is evidenced
in the Tullamore Southern Environs Masterplan that does not identify
any trees or hedgerows of character. Notwithstanding this the Nodal
Masterplan area has been assessed by a qualified Landscape
Architect and whilst, as expected, nothing of landscape interest has
been found, some trees and hedgerows have been identified through
a professional tree survey undertaken for the Nodal Masterplan and
where appropriate the urban structure has been planned so
segments of these hedgerows are incorporated.
Landscape Appraisal and Tree Survey Appended at Appendix D
together with a Landscape Masterplan.
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2.5 Zoning and Development Plan

Eastern Node Masterplan Boundary

Zoning and Development Plan Objectives
The primary use for the overall Nodal Masterplan lands is indicated
as “residential”. A centrally located block of land has been zoned for
the provision of neighbourhood centre facilities adjacent to a plot
zoned ‘public/community/education’ for the provision of a primary
school.
The Tullamore Town and Environs Development Plan proposes a
buffer zone to the Tullamore Bypass and to the Dublin—Galway Rail
Line along the South Eastern and North Eastern boundaries of the
Node and this is zoned ‘Open Space’.
A strategic linkage is shown passing through the Eastern Node from
the Clonminch Road to Chancery Lane on the Northern side of the
Dublin—Galway Rail Line.
All of these key elements are incorporated into the Nodal
Masterplan.
An analysis of the zoned areas is shown below:

Green Belt / Buffer Zone

12.72 Hectares

Educational

2.37 Hectares

Neighbourhood Centre

2.80 Hectares

Phase 1 Residential

17.02 Hectares

Phase 3 Residential

22.67 Hectares

Total

57.58 Hectares

Figure 10: Land Use Zoning Map Extract from Tullamore Town and Environs Development Plan
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2.6 Vision and Principles
The following specific objectives are indicated for the Eastern Node

EN1. Seamlessly integrate into adjacent mature residential areas.



EN2. Provide surface water areas as amenity features which can
operate as surface water attenuation (SUDS) systems. The
location and construction phasing of such features shall be agreed
with the Planning Authority prior to the commencement of
development within this node.



EN3. Encourage the provision of a potential bus route connecting
peripheral environs areas as well as serving neighbourhood
centres and business park users.



EN4. Provide a neighbourhood centre to service new residents in
this node. The provision of this neighbourhood centre shall occur
concurrent with the provision of residential development within this
node.



EN5. Provide a primary level school to service new residents in
this node. The development of the primary school shall occur
concurrently with the provision of residential development with this
node. In addition, as part of the preparation of a more detailed
Masterplan for this node, it must be demonstrated that
consultation has taken place with the Department of Education in
relation to the provision of schools in this node.



EN6. No building shall be occupied within this node prior to the
provision of water, foul sewerage and surface water infrastructure
to the satisfaction of the Planning Authority.



EN7. Provide a bridge in this node across the railway*.

*The delivery of a bridge across the railway within the Eastern Node is
to be delivered in tandem with the long term development of the
Southern Environs Masterplan. The TTEDP requires the Nodal
Masterplan to provide the following-

Figure 11: Extract from the Masterplan for Tullamore Southern Environs from Tullamore Town and Environs Development Plan



Estimated cost



Indicative location



Design detail



Land reservation to accommodate the bridge and access roads/
ramps

Again, it is noted that the bridge forms part of the wider Southern
Environs Masterplan (322ha) and its provision is not a prerequisite for
development of the Eastern Node (58ha). In accordance with the
Southern Environs Masterplan, this Nodal Masterplan for the Eastern
Node provides indicative costs, location, design detail and land
reservations for the bridge.
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2.7 Site Analysis
Boundaries


Cognisance of the relationship between proposed development
and the existing well established residential development
forming a part of the Eastern Node and bounding it to the West
will be important.



Some potential exists for connectivity with the adjoining
established development but these would be primarily
pedestrian rather than vehicular.



The potential for noise emanating from the Tullamore Bypass
and Dublin-Galway rail line has largely been dealt with by the
planned buffer zone shown in the Tullamore Southern Environs
Masterplan.

GAL
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—DU
BLIN

RAIL

LINE

NM
CLO
OAD
HR
INC

BUFFER ZONE TO BE RESPECTED
AND INCORPORATED INTO MASTERPLAN

ENTERPRISE NODE
SOUTHERN ENVIRONS

POTENTIAL CONNECTIVITY

Figure 12: Site Constraints– Boundaries
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.R
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NEED TO PROTECT EXISTING
RESIDENTIAL AMENITY

TULLAMORE BYPASS
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Environmental—Sunpath

Figure 13: Environmental-Sunpath Diagram

PREVAILING WINDS



The site is slightly sheltered from the prevailing winds from the
South West because of the existing residential development
immediately to the South West. Otherwise these prevailing
winds will roughly follow the line of the proposed link street
through the Node.



As the link street will take up a roughly South West to North
East orientation, there will be plenty of opportunity to have
substantially East-West oriented houses along North –South
oriented streets providing an equitable distribution of properties
vis a vis sunlight.
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2.8 Development Opportunities

Figure 14: Constraints Map - Chapter 5 of the Tullamore Town + Environs
Development Plan

Nodal Masterplan - Developing Opportunities
The Eastern Node has substantial advantages for the development of a new neighbourhood:


The Tullamore Business Park and substantial employment zoned lands are located to the west of the Eastern Node Masterplan lands.



The Eastern Node is classified by the TTEDP as a landscape of low sensitivity.



Masterplan Lands are located at distance from the Charleville SAC.



There are no recorded monuments situated within or adjacent to the Masterplan lands.



There are a number of opportunities to connect future development to existing development to the west to improve vehicular and pedestrian
connectivity.



There are good opportunities for connecting sustainable transport nodes north to the town centre.



There are no “mature hedge/tree growth” designations within the Eastern Node.
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2.9 Concept Structure
Concept
A concept was developed from the analysis carried out that formed the
foundation of the Nodal Masterplan. As illustrated by figure 15, the key
structural elements were in place for the evolution of the Nodal
Masterplan—

Part 8 Development
by Offaly County
Council



School Site



Neighbourhood Centre



Link Street and railway crossing



Connection to existing residential areas



Buffer zone to N52 and railway line

The next stage was to develop the opportunities the Nodal Masterplan
Lands offered to progress the finer structural elements including-

Create a sense of arrival at the entrance to
the Eastern Node
Link Street Objective
Future Road Linkage Development Plan
Objective
Strong Urban Edge Required
Active Frontage/Passive Surveillance
School Site
Figure 15: Nodal Masterplan Concept Structure

Neighbourhood Centre
Eastern Node



Street Hierarchy and connectivity



Open Space Hierarchy



Built Form



Character Areas

Section three details the iterative steps to the final Nodal Masterplan to
provide a self-sustaining integrated community.
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3.0 Nodal Masterplan for Eastern Node of
Tullamore Southern Environs Expansion Area
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3.1 Masterplan Evolution
Iterative steps were taken in developing the final Masterplan proposal
as survey information became available, and discussions with
consultants and stakeholders were had, the overall layout of future
developments evolved.
The following three elements were determined by existing planning
policy and planning infrastructure objectives of the Development Plan




Link Road and Railway Crossing
School Site
Neighbourhood Centre
Buffer Zone Park

Link Street and Railway Crossing

Initial Proposal

Masterplan submitted to Offaly County Council

A road alignment has been provided for the link street from Clonminch
Road to the west towards Chancery Lane to the east. A bridge location
and land reservation area has been identified as required. These
detailed were provided to Iarnrod Eireann. Estimated costings for the
provision of this bridge crossing and associated road infrastructure is
provided at Appendix E.

School Site
A feasibly study has been undertaken to ensure the reserved school site
for the Eastern Node is adequate in terms of size, topography and
planned roads and infrastructure. The Department of Education and
Skills have indicated that this school site is suitable for a 16-24
classroom school. The DES has stated that while they do not currently
have a requirement for the development of a school on the site at
Clonminch, the site should remain reserved for future identified need.

Neighbourhood Centre

Alterations to take account of Baseline Date (Ecology primarily)
Figure 16: Masterplan Evolution

The provision of a neighbourhood centre will enable the Eastern Node
to become a self-sustaining neighbourhood with a mix of land uses
which facilitates the provision of local services that will reduce the
requirement for movement and which helps foster a sense of community
among local residents.
Final Masterplan Layout
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3.2 Nodal Masterplan
Central to the success of the Nodal Masterplan is the creation of
“Greenway” network; dedicated movement corridors where motor
vehicles are subservient through interconnected open spaces and
parklands that provide a safe environment for walkers, runners and
cyclists. Enhanced cycle-way connectivity to Tullamore Town Centre
along
Clonminch Road ensure this new community is both
self-sustaining and fully connected to its surroundings.
For ease of reference the main streets and open spaces have been
named in the Nodal Masterplan and are identified on the Masterplan
structure.
Crofton Avenue, the main link through the site, is designed to have a
green boulevard character that is aligned with avenue trees, landscape
areas and broad walking routes and cycle-ways. Off this a hierarchy of
roads and interconnected streets will provide green links between the
central Crofton Park and internal open spaces with the peripheral St.
Catherine’s Park. A key nodal point will be located at the public realm
plaza and park aside the new Neighbourhood Centre.

Part 8 Development
by Offaly County
Council

In line with the overall Vision for the Eastern Node, the Nodal
Masterplan is characterised by a landscape setting and open space
character. The proposed layout includes significant open space and
multi-functional public realm areas which have been designed to be interconnected by landscaped links or Greenways. All age groups will be
catered for with the layout based on best practice in terms of safe and
aesthetic design proposals that will complement interaction between
varied groups.
The main internal open space will be called Crofton Park which will be
designed and set out as informal parkland. Other open spaces include
the new St Catherine’s Green, Railway Park and Clonminch Square
which will have a more formal landscape character with recreational and
amenity spaces. Each area of public space will have specific features,
giving it a distinct sense of place;
St Columba’s Green will be located aside the Neighbourhood Centre
and these will collectively act as a nodal point on the Greenway link
between Clonminch Road and Crofton Park. This area will include a
major public realm area including a plaza which will be designed to
create a strong identity and distinctiveness to this area;
The site layout and public realm design allows for natural surveillance, a
feeling of security and encourage positive social behaviour and
interaction between residents.

Figure 17: Nodal Masterplan

Vision Statement: “It is foreseen that the Eastern Node will be developed as a high quality residential area
characterised by a landscape setting and open space character”.
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3.3 Green Infrastructure
Key Principles


Maintain buffer area indicated by
Development Plan as a wildlife corridor.



Create a hierarchy of open space and
enhance biodiversity.



Meet the recreational needs of new
residents through the creation of usable
public open spaces that encourage physical
activity and social interaction.



Provide playgrounds in tandem with the
residential development of each phase/
sector to cater for recreation needs of
children.



Provide a high quality landscaped space/
square at neighbourhood centre.



Create a green boulevard character that is
aligned with avenue trees and landscape
areas



All planting to be native and support the AllIreland Pollinator Plan.



Allow for shared playing fields at school.



Provide surface water areas as amenity
features which can operate as surface water
attenuation (SUDS) systems.

Corresponding
Specific Objective
for the Eastern Node

EN2

The Nodal Masterplan includes a series of different open spaces aimed
at meeting the recreational and social needs of the neighbourhood,
enhancing biodiversity and fostering a sense of community.
Figure 18: Green Infrastructure

A primary feature of the Node is the provision for a large Buffer zone
between the development areas and the Tullamore Bypass and the
development areas and the Dublin-Galway Railway Line. This buffer
area provides the opportunity for a wildlife corridor and is envisaged as
a series of interesting and varied framework of spaces. The recreational
open space north of the school provides an opportunity for the
community to benefit from these facilities outside school hours while an
urban space is planned at the centre of the neighbourhood centre. A
substantive piece of Urban Art should be located in the urban square to
psychologically re-enforce this space as the focus for the Node.
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3.4 Transport and Movement
Key Principles



Provide for future connection to adjacent
residential areas.



Enhance cycle-way connections to Tullamore
Town Centre along Clonminch Road from the
Eastern Node entrance.



Prioritise sustainable modes of transport.



Creation of “Greenway” network through
interconnected open spaces and parklands
that provide a safe environment for walkers,
runners and cyclists.



In the development of sectors within the
Eastern Node, all roads and pedestrian/cycle
routes must be brought to the site boundary to
allow for future connectivity to adjoining lands.



Facilitate the construction of the link street and
bridge crossing from Clonminch Road to
Chancery Lane.



Facilitate the extension and creation of public
bus routes through the Eastern Node.



Provide a clear hierarchy of roads for
vehicular movement
in compliance with
DMURS.

Corresponding
Specific Objective
for the Eastern
Node
EN1

EN7

EN3

The Nodal Masterplan includes a hierarchical street network conforming
to the principles contained in Design Manual for Urban Roads and
Streets (DMURS) . The Primary Link Street through the node has a
horizontal alignment to naturally slow traffic. It links a series of open
spaces which are interspersed with buildings fronting directly onto the
Link Street in a DMURS compliant manner. Parking and turning areas
for school and neighbourhood facilities access are provided for.
Access into the residential areas of the site is provided by way of a
series of local access with raised footpaths clearly indicating to
motorists that they are entering a pedestrian priority zone. Finally cul-de
-sacs and quiet low trafficked areas are intended to have shared
surface street to highlight the importance of the pedestrian. Cul-de-sacs
are designed to be permeable to pedestrians and cyclists but not allow
through routes for vehicles.

Figure 19: Street Hierarchy
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Proposed Link Street
This Nodal Masterplan will facilitate the delivery of a road linkage
between the Clonminch Road and Chancery Lane aligning with
“Point H” to “Point G” as shown on Map 8.1 in the Tullamore Town
and Environs Development Plan. This Link Street will include high
quality cycle infrastructure along its entire length.

Figure 22: Indicative Bridge crossing and access ramps with
link street to Chancery Lane
Figure 20 (above): Indicative alignment of Link Street within the Eastern Node

Figure 21 (below): Typical Cross-Section of Link Street
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Proposed Cycle Scheme
The Tullamore Town and Environs Development Plan recognizes the
opportunity for Tullamore to become a “green cycle /transport town”
and seeks to support and promote the use of bicycles. As such this
Nodal Masterplan has assessed options for provision of cycle
infrastructure along the Clonminch road. This will provide seamless
cycle connectivity between the Nodal Masterplan Lands and the
Town Centre of Tullamore.
The Clonminch Road enhancements commence approximately 100m
south of the access junction to the Nodal Masterplan Lands and
continue along Clonminch Road northwards where they tie into the
existing road carriageway at a location approximately 80m northwest of
the Bachelor’s Walk junction.
The cycle facilities comprise predominantly on-road cycle lanes
however, on approach to the town centre where the available
carriageway width narrows, a shared cycle / pedestrian facility is
proposed in the northbound direction over a distance of approximately
190m. For a short 90m section south of the Bachelor’s Walk junction,
the narrow carriageway width at this section results in southbound
cyclist having to share the road with vehicular traffic.
The guidance of the National Cycle Manual has been incorporated into
the cycle scheme design. Cycle lanes are generally 2m in width with the
exception of a short 50m section to the northwest of Colliers Brook
where the reduced carriageway width results in a narrower 1.75m wide
cycle lane in both directions. The proposed shared cycle / pedestrian
section on approach to Tullamore Town Centre is generally 3m wide
and at its narrowest point reduces to 2.6m due to the existing
carriageway width restrictions.

Figure 23: Yellow line indicating approximate extend of proposed cycle scheme
on the Clonminch Road

Figure 24: Junction arrangement at the entrance to the Eastern Node on

Vehicular traffic lanes have been designed to a standard width of 3m in
each direction as per the standards set out in the Design Manual for
Urban Roads and Streets. Existing right turn pockets have been
retained at Limefield, Clonminch Wood, Central Business Park, The
Willows and St. Columba’s Place. The remaining existing right turn
pockets have been removed to accommodate the proposed new cycle
facilities. In general footpath widths are a minimum of 2m however at
locations where footpaths reduce to below 2m, they do not reduce to a
width less than the existing footpath widths.
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3.5 Neighbourhood + Community
School site with footprint of 16
Classroom school building with 2
Special Needs unit Class base s and
playing fields

Key Principles



Develop a self-sustaining neighbourhood with
a mix of land uses which facilitates the
provision of local services that will reduce the
requirement for car trips and helps foster a
sense of community among local residents.



The provision of the neighbourhood centre
shall occur concurrent with the provision of
residential development within this node.

Potential access to school from
Clonminch Wood.

Combined and segregated footpath/
cycle path connecting School to
Neighbourhood Centre and
adjoining parks



Neighbourhood Centre—Shops,
medical Centre, cafes, restaurants
Crèche


Identify and assess the suitability of lands
zoned Public/Community/Recreation for
provision of a primary school to service new
residents in this node. The identification and
suitability assessment of the site for a primary
school should include evidence of consultation
with the Department of Education in relation to
the provision of schools in this node.

Corresponding
Specific Objective
for the Eastern
Node
EN4

EN4

EN5

Provide childcare facilities in line with National
Guidelines. Where a childcare facility is not
provided this must be supported by a viability
assessment based on local capacity and
demand.

Figure 25: Neighbourhood and Community Facilities

Neighbourhood Centre

Childcare Facilities

The provision of local facilities within the Nodal Masterplan is one of
the means to increase vitality, provide a sense of community and
enhance the social and economic sustainability of the development.
It also reduces the need to travel outside the neighbourhood for
such services.

It is envisaged that the childcare facility serving the Nodal Masterplan
Lands will be located close to the Neighbourhood Centre and School
Site to take advantage of the synergy between these areas and to be
central to the overall Eastern Node, and in recognition that a childcare
facility must be commercially viable.

The Neighbourhood Centre should include a mix of uses including
Local shops, Pharmacy, Medical centre, Gym / Leisure facilities,
small office units and residential. It is proposed to be laid out as a
series of buildings to allow it develop as needs arise with the Link
Street and associated cycle/pedestrian route passing to the south to
ease vehicular access and the cycle / pedestrian route .

This Nodal Masterplan provides for a Self-Sustaining Neighbourhood
containing community and supporting uses including childcare facilities,
neighbourhood centre and school site.
An examination into the thought process behind the development of a
self sustaining neighbourhood for the Eastern Node with Community
and Supporting Uses is contained within Appendix C.
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School Site
In keeping with Guidelines and Technical Notes issued by the
Department of Education and Skills, a preliminary site feasibility study
has been undertaken. The location within the Eastern Node was
determined by Development Plan policy. Through baseline studies it
was determined that this site had no obvious signs of archaeology, is
not in a flood zone and in common with the entire Nodal Masterplan
Lands is relatively featureless with a level topography.
The Nodal Masterplan provides for a 2.4 Ha site for a 16 Classroom + 2
SNU Classbase Primary School and associated sports facilities. There
will be full pedestrian and cycle connectivity to the school site including
sections off road cycle paths. The road hierarchy facilitates the provision
of a public bus service to the school and includes potential links to the
existing residential area of Clonminch Wood. Services will be brought to
the school site boundary in Phase 1.

Potential Access to Clonminch Wood

Off-Street cycle paths to School

Figure 27: School Site Context

Figure 26: Indicative layout for a 16-Classroom primary school with two SNU Class
bases

Figure 28: O Growney National School
Designed by Van Dijk Architects
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3.6 Built Form
Key Principles

School

Neighbourhood
Centre
Part 8 Development
by Offaly County
Council



Average residential density within any one
phase/sector should be at least 35 dwellings/
hectare



Create a strong urban edge along buffer
zones.



Require increased height at the
neighbourhood centre to clearly identify the
commercial core.



Encourage increased height adjoining public
open spaces to provide for passive
surveillance and enclosure.



Layouts should encourage
natural
surveillance of the public realm by providing
street activity with house types that turn
corners and no blank facades to the public
realm.



Provide for a variety of housing types suitable
for people at a range of life stages.



Avoid mono-type building typologies (e.g. two
storey or own-door houses only).



Provide for adaptability and flexibility in design
of new dwellings.



Building finishes should be varied, high
quality and durable.



Use landmark elements to help support local
legibility

Two Storey

Three Storey

Four/Five Storey

Figure 29: Nodal Masterplan Building Height Strategy

Corresponding
Specific Objective
for the Eastern
Node

The Building Height Strategy reflects the key principles to create a
strong urban edge along the buffer areas and future linear park and
clearly identify the civic centre of the neighbourhood. Increased height
along the primary link street and public open spaces provides for
enclosure of these spaces while four and five storey structures provide a
sense of identity by creating landmarks in this new landscape for people
to orientate themselves within the neighbourhood.
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3.7 Density
Approach
Higher density residential development consisting primarily of
Apartments and Duplex Units (50-80 Units per Hectare) are located at
strategic locations within the Nodal Masterplan relating directly to the
larger neighbourhood open space areas or in close proximity to the
Community Facilities.
Medium to High Density development consisting of primarily Duplex
units (40-50 units per Hectare) is proposed as a defining edge to the
central park and in close proximity to the Community Facilities forming a
higher density “edge” to the St. Catherines Park and Crofton Park.
Medium density residential development consisting of primarily
detached, semi-detached and terraced housing relating to the existing
adjoining residential areas.

School

Part 8 Development
by Offaly County
Council

Neighbourhood
Centre

Figure 30: Nodal Masterplan Density Strategy

High Density

Medium-High Density

Medium Density

50-80 Units Per Hectare

40-50 Units per Hectare

35-40 Units Per Hectare

Community Facilities
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3.8 Character Areas
Approach to Defining Character Areas
Traditionally, character areas within Masterplans are defined as
development pockets. This Masterplan envisages an integrated
community with a matrix street network in compliance with DMURS
so the definition of a development pocket is less obvious than would
have been the case in the past.

Sub Character Areas

Railway

It is therefore proposed to use variety in architectural style
interspersed throughout character areas, while materials, colour and
a sense of place in terms of layout are used as the key components
to define character areas within the Nodal Masterplan as a whole.
Part 8 Development
by Offaly County
Council

CIVIC

The four main character areas—Clonminch, Railway, St. Catherine's
and Park are intended to have quite different characters. These
main character areas are then sub-divided into sub-character areas
(illustrated by colour variation) where a more subtle change in
character is appropriate. The Civic character area features the
school site, neighbourhood centre and civic space.

PARK

Where appropriate higher density blocks are given a different subcharacter to the lower density surrounding areas.

Clonminch
St.Catherine’s

A street naming and numbering scheme should be provided with
each planning application in a manner appropriate to and coinciding
with character areas where possible.
The Link Street passing through the entire Nodal Masterplan is to be
known as Crofton Avenue in memory of one of the first people to
build houses in Tullamore. This avenue will link the Clonminch Road
to Church Road via Chancery Lane which is part of extant
development to the South of Church Road.

Figure 31: Nodal Masterplan Character Areas

CLONMINCH

St CATHERINE'S

RAILWAY

PARK

CIVIC
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3.9 Residential Typologies
While it is not the intent of this Masterplan to be prescriptive it is
envisaged that the Masterplan lands will consist of a range of residential
typologies to allow for a varied community including multi-storey
apartments, duplex apartments and own door dwellings. Private open
space for future residential development shall be provided in
accordance with the Development Plan Standard and/or National
Guidelines.

Similar Typologies creating rhythm

Communal Courtyards in Duplex Blocks

Tree lined cycle paths
High quality communal open spaces

Mix of Apartments, Duplex Units and Traditional Housing at Ballymakenny Road, Newbridge by van Dijk Architects

Apartments connected to Open Space at Abbeylands, Kilkenny by van Dijk Architects
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PRIMARY TYPOLOGIES TO BE ADOPTED
L-Shaped Corner Detached
Houses

Detached Houses

Single Aspect Semi-Detached
Houses
Apartments integrated into Housing, Dunshaughlin by van Dijk Architects

Residential Typologies are employed not just to provide a variety of
living accommodation targeted at specific individual or family needs but
also to resolve urban design issues such as “turning the corner” and
avoiding blank gables, providing “passive surveillance” to all four sides
of residential urban blocks and to achieve greater “density” in key
locations near to amenities or where scale is required from an urban
design point of view. In order to achieve these goals within the Nodal
Masterplan it is envisaged that the Typologies shown on the diagram
here will be employed. Architects and Design Teams for differing
phases or development areas of the development of this Node may of
course employ additional typologies as necessary to achieve specific
architectural or urban design in keeping with the key principles of the
Nodal Masterplan.

Semi Detached Houses

Terraced Houses

Corner closing houses

End of Block Houses

Mix of Typologies on frontage, Mounthamilton, Dundalk by van Dijk Architects

Internal Corner Houses

Small Apartments (Single
Level)

Large Apartments (Single
Level)

Figure 32: Typologies used to provide “Passive Surveillance” on all four sides
of urban blocks
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3.10 DMURS and Street Sections
Hierarchy of Street Network / Street Sections
The hierarchical street network includes a primary link street, a series of
local accesses and shared surface streets. The link street typically
consists of a 6.5 carriageway with a 2m cycleway and a 2m footway each
side. The local accesses comprise of a 5.5m carriageway, 2m raised
footpaths with permeable paved parking at either side and the shared
surface has a 4.8m carriageway and 1.2m footpath flush with the street
and permeable parking each side. The following sections illustrate the
typical arrangement for each street type.

Figure 33: Local Access—4.8m carriageway

Figure 34: Local Access—5.5m carriageway

Figure 35: Link Street
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3.11 Infrastructure - Surface Water Drainage
Surface Water Strategy
The surface water management strategy is based on discharging
attenuated surface water runoff to the existing open ditch /drainage
network in the northern portion of the Nodal Masterplan lands at
Greenfield runoff rate.
Surface water discharge rates will be controlled by a vortex flow
control device and associated underground attenuation tanks.
Underground attenuation tanks are sized to attenuate the 1 in 30 year
storm event. The difference between the 1 in 100 year event and the
1 in 30 year event will be attenuated above ground in shallow basins
(200mm-300mm). Surface water discharge will also pass via a full
retention fuel / oil separator.

Proposed SUDS Methodologies
Runoff from the road network will be directed to tree pits via
conventional road gullies (with high level overflow to the piped
surface water network).
Runoff from driveways will be captured by permeable paving.
Runoff from apartment roofs will be captured by green roofs (sedum
blanket) prior to being routed to the surface water drainage network.
Figure 36: Nodal Masterplan Surface Water Drainage Strategy

Runoff from other dwelling roofs will be routed to the surface water
network via the porous aggregates beneath permeable paved driveways (providing an additional element of attenuation).

Figure 37: Existing Open Drains North of Nodal Masterplan Lands
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3.12 Infrastructure - Foul Drainage
Foul Drainage Strategy
The topography of the Nodal Masterplan Lands generally falls
from west to north east. The proposed foul drainage discharge
point is along the western boundary which is elevated above the
Nodal Masterplan Lands and as such a strategic foul pumping
station and associated rising main will be required to service the
Nodal Masterplan Area. The proposed foul drainage network will
comprise of a series of 225mm diameter pipes, discharging to
the pumping station and each residential unit will be serviced by
an individual 100mm diameter connection.
Pre-Connection Feedback received from Irish Water confirms that
connection to the existing foul drainage network can be facilitated
for Phase 1 of the Nodal Masterplan Lands (subject to a valid
connection agreement being put in place ).
Possible options to facilitate development of the Nodal
Masterplan area ahead of Irish Water network upgrades include:


Separation works on existing combined sewers between the
masterplan lands and Church Road Pump Station.



Linking telemetry between the proposed on-site pump
station and Church Road Pump Station (i.e. activate
on-site storage during periods of high flow (rainfall events)
through Church Road Pump Station).



Phasing of development of the masterplan lands in
conjunction with progress of any upgrades to the foul
drainage network in Tullamore serving the Masterplan
Lands.

These options could also be implemented as part of development
of other lands in the Tullamore Southern Environs area. As such
development of the nodal masterplan lands / c350 dwellings in
phase one would not impede the development of other lands in the
Tullamore Southern Environs area.
Furthermore these proposals can be implemented in advance of
and without impact on any proposed Irish Water network upgrade
plans for the area which emerge from the Tullamore Drainage
Area Plan.

Engagement with Irish Water

Figure 38: Nodal Masterplan Foul Drainage Strategy

Irish Water has been consulted with regard to assessment of the
Nodal Masterplan lands. Irish Water is currently completing their
Drainage Area Plan (DAP) for Tullamore. The strategic network
modeling has commenced, and Irish Water are now focusing on
the solution for the Southern Catchment.
Irish Water advised in its letter in advance of the tripartite meeting
for Phase 1 of the Nodal Masterplan that “upgrades will relate to
the upsizing of existing sewers” and “will not require third party or
statutory consents”.
In tandem with development proposals coming forward, we
understand that the Drainage Area Plan (DAP) being prepared
by Irish Water will address all zoned lands within the various
drainage catchments leading to the Tullamore Treatment Plant
including the Clonminch Road catchment shown on the diagram
opposite.

Figure 39: Clonminch Road Foul Drainage Catchment
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3.13 Infrastructure - Water Supply
Water Supply Strategy
It is proposed to take a 200mm diameter connection (including
provision of a bulk flow meter) off the existing watermain on
Clonminch Road.
Hydrants are to be provided in accordance with the requirements
of Department of the Environment’s Building Regulations
“Technical Guidance Document Part B Fire Safety” and the
requirements of BS 750:2012.
Water supply infrastructure is to be installed in accordance with
Irish Water’s Code of Practice and Standard Details.

Engagement with Irish Water
Pre-Connection Feedback received from Irish Water confirms that
following upgrade works at Clonsalee Water Treatment Works to
be completed by Q3 2020, there will be available capacity to meet
the water supply requirements for Nodal Masterplan Phase 1.

Figure 40: Nodal Masterplan Water Supply Strategy
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4.0 Phasing + Implementation
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4.1 Phasing
Phasing
This Nodal Masterplan tor the Eastern Node shows five phases
extending sequentially from the R443 with the first definable
development pocket (using existing field boundaries) between the
R443 and including a part of the Neighbourhood Centre zoned lands
extending Northwards to include a potential vehicular connection to
the adjoining existing residential development. Phase 1 should
include local neighbourhood facilities to support the initial phase of
development of the node.

Phase 2

Phase 5

Part 8 Development
by Offaly County
Council

Phase 1

Phase 2 includes the remainder of the Neighbourhood Centre, a
primary school site and further lands extending to the Railway line
which forms the Northern boundary of the Eastern Node. Phase 2
also extends South-eastwards to provide a public park.
The provision of the Primary School will be at the discretion of the
Department of Education and the site will remain undeveloped until
such time as it is brought forward for such purpose. Services will be
brought to the boundary of the school site in Phase 1 and Phase 2.

Phase 4

Phase 3 completes the Southern portion of the Eastern Node while
Phase 4 and complete the Eastern portion which is furthest from the
existing access and services. Phase 5 includes the provision of the
bridge over the railway line and the balance of public open space
within the Eastern Node.

Phase 3

The entire lands form a development area (including the buffer park
and link street) of c.58 Hectares.
The purpose of phasing is to ensure that infrastructure, services,
facilities and amenities are provided together with residential
development. To ensure flexibility, the proposed phasing schedule is
sequential rather than time specific. The Number of dwellings in each
phase is based on the density/form/layout plan and an average
residential density of 35 dwellings per hectare.

Figure 41: Nodal Masterplan Development Phasing

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

Phase 5
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Phased development within Nodal Masterplan
Area
The diagrams opposite show how the built form (in terms of figure—
ground diagrams) might develop over time to physically connect the
existing employment and service facilities on the Southern side of
Tullamore with the Nodal Masterplan lands.

Use Based Diagrammatic Section
A use based diagrammatic section is provided below which shows
how the different uses outside the Nodal Masterplan area relate to
the proposed uses and spaces within the Nodal Masterplan area to
create a coherent range of complementary activities connected by the
new Link Street and pedestrian / cycle trail through the Eastern Node.

Figure 43 : Figure Ground Plans for development of the connection between Employment and Service Areas

Figure 42 : Use Based Diagrammatic Section
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4.2 Implementation
Phase 1

Phased Provision of Facilities
PHASE GROSS AREA

1

2

13 Hectares

14 Hectares

NETT
RESIDENTIAL

NUMBER OF
RESIDENTIAL

AREA

UNITS

10 Hectares

350 Units

9Hectares

270 Units

NEIGHBOURHOOD
FACILITIES

OPEN SPACE

Crèche and Phase 1 of 2 x Open Spaces
Neighbourhood Centre
Primary School if DES 1 x Open Space +
requires.
Phase 1 Buffer Park
Phase 2 of
Neighbourhood Centre

3

14 Hectares

11Hectares

330 Units

1 x Open Space +
Phase 2 Buffer Park

4

6 Hectares

4.5 Hectares

160 Units

Phase 3 of Buffer Park

5

11 Hectares

8 hectares

240

Completes buffer park
and final open space

TOTAL

58 Hectares*

36.74 Hectares

1350 Units

Full range of facilities
appropriate within
residential
community.

Full range of Buffer
Park, Neighbourhood
Parks, and Pocket
Parks.

The development of the Phase 1 lands of the Nodal Masterplan could
accommodate c.350 residential units. Two public open space areas
are provided within Phase 1—Clonminch Square and St.Columba’s
Green. Phase 1 will also see the first section of the link street
developed with associated cycle and pedestrian facilities and cycle
lanes along the Clonminch Road. The first phase of the
neighbourhood centre and crèche will ensure this new
neighbourhood is self-sustaining.

Phase 2
Phase 2 includes the site reserved for the provision of a primary
school. Crofton Park will provide a high quality open space area for
this phase which could provide a further 270 residential units. In
addition to the first section of the linear park Development of this
phase will further extend the link street towards is potential crossing
point over the railway line. This phase includes the final build out of
the Neighbourhood Centre.

Phase 3
Phase 3 will complete the southern section of the Eastern Node
bound by existing residential development fronting Clonminch Road
to the west and the N52 Tullamore Bypass to the south. The
provision of c.330units will be supported by the completed
neighbourhood centre and further public open space in the form of
St.Catherine’s Green and part of the linear park.

Phase 4
Phase 4 will provided additional residential development providing
frontage onto Crofton Park and continue the linear park to the south
of the eastern node.

Phase 5
Note: Gross areas above include lands zoned for the buffer park, school and neighbourhood centre.
Planned numbers of residential units are based on the nett residentially zoned land in each phase with a density of approx. 30-35 units per Hectare.
* The draft Nodal Masterplan area was stated to extend to 62ha as it included an existing built up housing area beyond the south-western area of the Plan lands.

Phase 5 will complete the Eastern Node. As the neighbourhood
centre and school site are in place, this phase is residential with
supporting public open space and completing Crofton Park. The main
contribution to the Eastern Node during Phase 5 is the crossing over
the railway line and completion of the link street.
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5.0 Conclusion
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5.1 Conclusion
This detailed Masterplan will act to provide a structure for the
co-ordinated development of the Eastern Node. It will facilitate
delivery of key elements of the Southern Environs Masterplan as they
relate to the Eastern Node including a link street, primary school site,
neighbourhood centre and parks as well as an urban structure that is
compliant with both the Design Manual for Urban Roads and Streets
and the Urban Design Manual. This will enable the area to be
developed in a coordinated manner by various landowners/
developers. Proposed development will need to demonstrate the
manner in which the development of that segment will facilitate the
achievement of the Nodal Masterplan and will not frustrate the
delivery of adjoining segments.
The Nodal Masterplan aims to produce a scheme which follows the
Specific Objectives of the TTEDP producing a series of interesting
streetscapes connected by a hierarchy of green spaces. The design
provides for a mixed use development of residential, commercial and
community land uses. A variety of residential densities including
houses, duplexes and apartments will provide a successful
community by catering for all life stages. The relationship of the
landscape buffer zone to the urban structure has also been key
consideration.
The Nodal Masterplan is formed around a central neighbourhood
centre and school with the main arterial street through the centre of
the development for future connection allowed for across the railway.
The mixture of squares, mews and crescents creates a dynamic
cloister of street patterns allowing for smaller individual
neighbourhood areas with the new community.
The Nodal Masterplan is an appropriate sustainable response to
developing regional urban centres in an efficient manner while
creating distinctive places and facilities which will make this a lasting
successful community.
Figure 44: Nodal Masterplan
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Appendix A—Baseline Studies—Ecology
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Appendix C—Community Appraisal
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1.0 Introduction

1.2 Primary School Site

1.3 Neighbourhood Centre

A review of Development Plan Policy and a community audit was
undertaken as part of the baseline for the Nodal Masterplan. This
section will outline the analysis that provided the structure and
defined the uses provided for in the Nodal Masterplan to support a
new self-sustaining community including a Reserved School Site
and Neighbourhood Centre.

According to the TTEDP (para. 11.2.1.4), the DoES considers that
the existing schools in Tullamore will be required to cater for the
educational needs of the existing population for the medium to
longer term. Further to this, the planning framework, as set out at
Chapter 5 of the Development Plan notes that more than adequate
lands zoned for public/educational uses are provided for and
facilitate changing educational needs with that of an emerging
population within the town.

According to the TTEDP (para. 15.3.9), Neighbourhood Centres
have been identified at six locations throughout the town and
environs area. The zoning provides principally for the development
of new neighbourhood centres to serve the needs of the residential
areas in which they are located. A mix of retail, community and
recreational uses will be encouraged within these areas. The
neighbourhood centres are intended to serve the immediate
needs of a localised catchment i.e. the local working and
residential population and complement, rather than compete with the
similar retail uses within the established town centre.

1.1 Zoning Objectives

Primary School
Neighbourhood Centre

Figure 1; Extract from the Tullamore Town and Environs Development Plan
2010-2016 (as varied and extended

The requirement for the inclusion of a primary school and
neighbourhood centre as part of the Eastern Node stems from the
zoning objectives of the Tullamore Town and Environs Development
Plan 2010-2016 (as varied and extended).
Approximately 2 hectares of the Nodal Masterplan area are zoned
Public/Community/Education and a further c.3 hectares are zoned
Neighbourhood Centre.

Figure 2: Extract from the Tullamore Southern Environs—Indicative Built
Form diagram contained in Chapter 5 of the Tullamore Town and Environs
Development Plan 2010-2016 (as varied and extended)

The Southern Environs Masterplan contained within Chapter 5 of the
TTEDP identifies the lands zoned for Public/Community/Education
for provision of a Primary School.
Section 2 of this Appendix to the Nodal Masterplan provides further
detail on the development of the primary school site as part of the
Nodal Masterplan evolution.

Figure 3: Extract from the Tullamore Southern Environs—Indicative Built
Form diagram contained in Chapter 5 of the Tullamore Town and Environs
Development Plan 2010-2016 (as varied and extended)

The Southern Environs Masterplan identifies the lands zoned
Neighbourhood Centre as the location for the Eastern Node
Neighbourhood Centre, forming a strong building edge to an area of
public open space.
Section 3 of this Appendix to the Nodal Masterplan provides further
detail on the development of the Neighbourhood Centre site as part
of the Nodal Masterplan evolution.
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2.0 Primary School Site
Lands Zoned Public/Community/Education
Normally Permitted
Bring Banks; Cemetery; Cultural Use; Community Facility (Hall/Centre/
Recreation); Education (School); Health Centre/Clinic; Hospital; Library;
Open Space/Playground (outdoor); Place of Worship; Recreational Facility/Sports Club; Swimming Pool.

Open for Consideration
Childcare Facilities – Crèche, nursery, playschool; Cinema; Club House &
Associated Facilities; Craft Industry; Dentist Surgery/Doctor Surgery; Funeral Home; Hostel; Office based-Industry; Research & Development;
Restaurant/Café; Retirement Home/Village.
Table 1: Content extracted from the Land use Zoning Matrix at para. 15.9
of the TTEDP

According to the Development Plan, the use of land as ‘Public/
Community/Education’ shall be taken to include the use of land for
the above stated uses, which generally include community related
development (including the provision of schools, community halls,
health care facilities, utilities, libraries and development for other
community uses). Ancillary facilities such as dedicated open space
or sports facilities will normally be facilitated within this zoning
objective. The Southern Environs Masterplan as contained at
Chapter 5 of the TTEDP specifically identifies this area for the
provision of a primary school under Specific Objective EN5.

EN5. Provide a primary level school to service new residents in this
node. The development of the primary school shall occur concurrently
with the provision of residential development with this node. In addition, as part of the preparation of a more detailed Masterplan for this

Childcare Services
Primary School
Secondary School

Figure 4

Primary Schools
No.
School

Boys

Girls

Secondary Schools
No.
School

Boys

Girls

1
2

Gaelscoil an Eiscir Riada
Charleville National School

90
46

115
46

1
2

Colaiste Choilm
Tullamore College

608
317

N/A
345

3

N/A

164

3

Sacred Heart Secondary School

N/A

590

77

240

Sub-Total

925

935

the Department of Education in relation to the provision of schools in

4

St. Philomena’s National
School
Scoil Mhuire

this node.

5

Scoil Bhride

168

N/A

6

St. Joseph’s National School

216

179

7

Scoil Eoin Phoil

202

N/A

Sub-Total

799

744

node, it must be demonstrated that consultation has taken place with

The Nodal Masterplan incorporates a reserved school site for a
primary school. To illustrate and demonstrate that the location of the
school knits into other Masterplan uses, a preliminary school design
has been completed. The design is in keeping with Department of
Education design guidelines for primary schools.

Total

1,543

Total

1,860

Table 1
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2.1 Estimate of Demand for Primary School Places

2.3 Reserved School Site

2.4 Consultation

While the provision of the identified primary school is ultimately to be
determined by the Department of Education and Skills, an
assessment of potential demand for primary school places has been
undertaken for the Nodal Masterplan.

In order to ensure the provision of a primary school is feasibility on
the reserved site, a preliminary design has been undertaken by Van
Dijk Architects who are experienced at school design. The indicative
layout is of a 16 Classroom Primary School catering for two streams
with 2 Class base Special Needs Units (SNU) with the capacity for
expansion to a 24 Classroom School and additional SNU class
based on the DoES Generic Repeat Design and Standard SNU
plans. Using average class size 2018-2019 as an estimate, the 16
Classroom Primary School could cater for approximately 400
children.

As stated in the Technical Guidance Document TGD-025 The
Planning and Building Unit in the Department of Education and Skills
is tasked with determining the size of Primary Schools to be
provided based on projected enrolments and other relevant
demographic information and should be consulted in all instances
where the size of a school is to be clarified / determined.

The proposed development of 1,350no.* residential units has the
potential to yield a total population of 3,645no. on completion based
on the State average household size of 2.7 determined by the 2016
Census(CSO). This new community could potentially include 984no.
children. Approximate 437no. of these children could be of primary
school age.
Based on the phased development of the Nodal Masterplan Lands,
the estimated demand for primary school places would develop as
follows

Phase 1

350 units

113 children of primary school age



Phase 2

470 units

152 children of primary school age



Phase 3

330 units

107 children of primary school age



Phase 4

200 units

65 children of primary school age

The Department was contacted during the preparation of this Nodal
Masterplan for their opinion in relation to the reserved school site.
The Department state by correspondence dated 18-06-20 (attached)
that while the there is no requirement for the development of a
school at Clonminch currently, it remains a requirement to reserve
this site for future need. Based on the preliminary drawing and
selected school site as indicated in the Nodal Masterplan, the
Department consider the “school site area of 2.46 hectares/6.1
acres should be satisfactory for the provision of a 16-24 classroom
primary school” .

2.2 Existing Primacy School Capacity
As illustrated overleaf by Table 2, current enrolments in primary
schools in Tullamore within a 2.5km catchment amount to 1,543
students. In addition, according to the Department of Education and
Skills, there are three additional 80m² classrooms being constructed
at St.Josepeh’s National School, Arden View, Tullamore (no. 6
figure 4) and two additional 80m² classrooms at design stage for
Scoil Eoin Phoil (no.7 figure 4). These two projects would cater for
an additional 150no. primary school children based on a typical
80m² classroom plan.
On this basis, it is considered that existing primary schools in
Tullamore can cater for the potential demand generated by Phase 1
of the Nodal Masterplan Lands as per Chapter 5 of the Development
Plan. The provision of a primary school has been included in the
development of phase 2 though will remain reserved until required
by the Department of Education and Skills. At the same time there is
nothing in the Masterplan that would preclude bringing the school
forward earlier.
Figure 5: Indicative Layout for School Site
*Based on average density of 35 dwellings per hectare (net)
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3.0 Neighbourhood Centre
Lands Zoned Neighbourhood Centre
Normally Permitted
Advertising & Advertising Structures; Bring Banks; Car Park; Childcare
Facilities – Crèche, Nursery, Playschool; Civic Amenity Sites; Cultural
Use; Community Facility (Hall/Centre/Recreation);Craft Industry; Dentist Surgery/Doctor Surgery; Drive-through Restaurant; Hair dressing
salon; Health Centre/Clinic; Library; Licenced Premises (Public House);
Open Space/Playground (outdoor); Place of Worship; Recreational Facility/Sports Club; Restaurant/Café; Shop (Large- including supermarket); Shop (local); Take-away; Veterinary Surgery.
Open for Consideration
Apartments; Bank/Building Society; Betting Office; Residential; Service
Station (Petrol); Training Centre.
Table 1: Content extracted from the Land use Zoning Matrix at para. 15.9
of the TTEDP

According to the TTEDP (para. 15.3.9) Neighbourhood Centres are
envisaged to contain medical clinics, professional offices, childcare
facilities (crèche), small convenience stores, local shops and cafes.
The threshold or floor area proposed for each neighbourhood centre
will be assessed in relation to the nature and extent of retail
provision in accordance with the current retail strategy as set out at
Chapter 7 of the Development Plan, the intended catchment area for
the neighbourhood centre and the impact that the proposal may
have on the vitality and viability of the established town centre.
Residential is also open for consideration and provides a living core
with activity throughout the day.
The Southern Environs Masterplan as contained at Chapter 5 of the
TTEDP specifically identifies the Eastern Node for the provision of a
neighbourhood centre under Specific Objective EN4.
EN4. Provide a neighbourhood centre to service new residents in this
node. The provision of this neighbourhood centre shall occur concurrent
with the provision of residential development within this node.

The creation of a Neighbourhood Centre within the Nodal
Masterplan Lands offers the opportunity to reduce the need to travel
and foster a sense of community by providing commercial, leisure
and community uses, including local employment located in close
proximity to residents homes.

Figure 6: Tullamore Community Audit
Enterprise and Employment

Sports, Recreation and Leisure

1

Clonminch House-

1

Tullamore Harriers Athletics

2.
3
4

Central Business ParkSpollenstown Industrial Estate
Town Centre with associated offices, retail
and service industry employment.
Srah (IDA) Industrial EstateMidlands Regional Hospital
Cloncollig Industrial Estate
Tullamore Retail Park

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Astroturf Pitches
Tullamore Rugby Club
Lloyd Town Park
IMC Cinema
Library
Tullamore GAA
O’ConnorPark
Grand Canal Walk
Aura Tullamore Leisure Centre&Tennis
Tullamore Dew Visitors Centre
Charville Forest & Castle
Tullamore Golf Club

5
6
7
8

Retail and Services
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Tullamore Court Hotel
The Bridge Centre
Central Hotel
Lidl
Bridge House Hotel
Dunnes Stores
Spar
Tullamore Retail ParkRiverview Commercial Park
Tesco Extra

Community/Health Services
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Community Pharmacy
Offaly Centre for Independent Living
Offaly County Council
Tullamore Primary Care Centre
Charville Community Centre
HSE Community Health Centre
The Health Centre
Midland Regional Hospital Tullamore

Table 2: Community Audit
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3.1 Potential Neighbourhood Centre Uses
In order to provide for a self-sustaining community it was necessary
to

consider the type of uses envisaged for the Neighbourhood

Centre for the Eastern Node. As stated by the Sustainable
Residential Development in Urban Areas—Guidelines for Planning
Authorities, “sustainable neighbourhoods require a range of
community facilities, and each district/neighbourhood will need to be
considered within its own wider locality, as some facilities may be
available in the wider area while others will need to be provided
locally” (para.4.1). In keeping with the Guidelines, it is the policy of
the TTEDP (CD4) to;
“Support the services requirements of new and existing
residents in the Masterplan areas by creating neighbourhood

Figure 8: Neighbourhood Centre Connectivity

centres that contain the services necessary to facilitate the
emergence of partially self-sustaining neighbourhoods”.

3.2 Community Audit
Summary of Audit Findings

Neighbourhood Centre Uses

area of the Nodal Masterplan Lands an Audit was undertaken. As

Employment: The Nodal Masterplan Lands have the advantage of

The Central Statistics Office have compiled data on the average

illustrated by Table 2, this Audit took account of employment, retail,

being located in direct proximity to an existing employment area

distance

sports and community services and facilities within c.2.5km of the

west of Clonminch Road. In addition, a large area is identified for

infrastructure by Region and County. These figures have been used

Nodal Masterplan Lands.

future employment development to the west of Clonminch Road.

to gauge the type of community services normally proximate to

In order to establish what existing facilities were located in the wider

Retail: In terms of retail services provision, the two main locations
are the Town Centre of Tullamore and the development to the east
of the Nodal Masterplan Lands along the R420 consisting of the

of

residential

dwellings

to

selected

services

and

residential dwellings having regard to the definition of a Local Centre
or Neighbourhood Centre contained within the Retail Planning—
Guidelines for Planning Authorities (2012) as follows-

Tullamore Retail Park and Riverview Commercial Park. This location

“Comprise a small group of shops, typically comprising

offers higher order convenience and comparison shopping with a

newsagent, small supermarket/general grocery store, sub-post

large Tesco extra and Aldi together with bulky goods stores selling

office and other small shops of a local nature serving a small,

home furnishings and clothing outlets.

localised catchment population” (Annex 1).

Community/Health: There is an existing pharmacy on the Clonminch

The provision of part of the neighbourhood centre in phase 1 will

Road approximate 600m from the entrance to the Nodal Masterplan

provide the foundation for the development of a self-sustaining

Lands. Major services are provided mainly within the Town Centre

neighbourhood and discourage trips by car for local services. The

and north of the Town Centre including a Regional Hospital

Neighbourhood Centre is centrally located within the Node and it is

Sports/Recreation: There are a large number and variety of
established sports and recreational facilities in Tullamore such as
playing pitches, cinema and leisure centre with swimming pool.
Figure 7: Tullamore Retail Park

envisaged that this will be developed out as critical mass increases
and the demand and viability for uses such as a post office or larger
convenience store emerges.
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Feedback received from the Department of Education and Skills
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Appendix D—Landscape Masterplan
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Appendix E—Indicative Route of Link Street and
Bridge Crossing Point
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Bridge Crossing Objective EN7 for the
Southern Environs Masterplan
The Southern Environs Masterplan requires the Nodal
Masterplan for the Eastern Node to include

Estimated cost in the form of a proposed scheme,



Indicative location,



Design detail and



Land reservation to accommodate the bridge and access
roads/ramps.

DBFL Consulting Engineers have undertaken a preliminary
design for the bridge crossing based on an indicative route of
the link street through the eastern node to Chancery Lane.
The infrastructural cost for providing road/ramps and bridge is
estimate to be €1,500,000. This does not include the cost of
land acquisition. The position of the bridge crossing point and
access road has been taken into consideration in the design of
the Nodal Masterplan for the Eastern Node. The final position
of the bridge will be subject to further to detailed design as part
of the long term objective of the Southern Environs
Masterplan.

Indicative cross section of proposed railway bridge

Based on the Southern Environs development area of 322
hectares, the cost of providing the bridge over the railway
would equate to €4,658 per hectare excluding land acquisition
costs.
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Appendix F—Correspondence with Landowners
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Tullamore Southern Environs Eastern Node - Nodal Masterplan

